ictory is defined as overcoming an
enemy or antagonist or success
in a struggle against the odds. It is a mental
accomplishment just as much as it is a physical
one. Many athletes go through periods of low self
esteem and some doubt their true potential.
Overcoming those obstacles is important to truly
be victorious. Starting out as a first time wrestler
his freshman year, Lane Burtram shared an
experience that helped prepare him for the
next season. “I was disappointed, yes,
but I knew that was just part of it. I
took that experience of losing at
state to motivate me. I went to a
wrestling camp sponsored by the
Alabama Wrestling Club during
the summer and trained
religiously. I came back my
junior year and won second
place. This year I won first
place to finish my high school
wrestling career. Any match or
game I play is fueled by my
ambition to always win. Coaches
always tell us to never settle for
anything less, so we go out there and
give it our all, whether it be an individual
sport like wrestling or a team effort like
football.” During the season, athletes must
stay focused, find mental and physical clarity,
and never lose sight of the ultimate goal, victory.
-Caitlyn Hare

Left-Right: -Going for the serve, Madison Adkins makes the perfect stance to hit the volleyball across the court. “Winning isn't always
about having more points than the other team. Sometimes it's as simple as learning from one another's mistakes and working together
to improve.” -While chanting “Beat the Devils” during the Moody game, Courtney Russell looks at the crowd of cheering fans in the
stands. “When you have a strong group of supporters behind you, that's when you know you've won.” -Cohen Glass pushes himself to
make the last quarter mile of his cross country track meet. -Focusing on his coach's calls, Deshaun Williams takes a moment to make
his next play perfect. ”If you can improve in any way during a game, you have won something. Playing a sport is all about
understanding and realizing that you mess up sometimes, but it can be fixed.” (Photos: Miranda White, Macy Moon, and Ben Lee)
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